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The canoero peoples who lived in the southern channels of Tierra del
Fuego, to define their group being, used the word “yámana”, which can be
translated as “humanity”, “human”, “alive”, “not dead”, “in good health”. The
British captain Robert Fitz Roy, in his exploration aboard the brigantine
Beagle, called them tekenika, but they never felt identified with that name.
The British missionary Thomas Bride baptized them yahgan, name taken
from the channel that they called Yagashaga (Murray channel in the cartography of European origin), from where comes the denomination yaganes
that was also used for this people. The Yámana inhabited an extensive
region of Tierra del Fuego, from Sloggett Bay to the east, on the northern
margin of the Beagle Channel, to the Brecknock Peninsula to the west and
Cape Horn to the south. They were neighbors of the Alacalufes who occupied the islands to the west of the western mouth of the Strait of Magellan
and, to the east, of the Haush. The Selk’nam, called ona by the Yámana,
inhabited most of the Isla Grande de Tierra del Fuego, or Karukinká as they
called it.
The language of the Yamana, Yamahinasha, was very sonorous and had
many vowels. It was not an abstract language but associated concepts with
practices, nuances and different situations. Ushuaia and Lapataia are two
Yámana place names.
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The Europeans saw them as ferocious anthropophagous. Nothing could be
further from the truth. These people of short stature and weak legs, due to
their long stay in the canoes, did not understand work as an end in itself,
but as something to be done only when necessary. Instead, they enjoyed
their right to rest. They invented a detachable spear gun, very effective
in hunting two-furred sea lions (fur seals) and one-furred sea lions (sea
lions), with meat very rich in calories and firm hides to make capes and
belts. They also hunted birds and fished, and gathered shellfish. It was a
diet rich in iodine and fats, although poor in some vitamins.
In the canoes, the tasks were divided between both sexes. During the hunt,
while the woman paddled the canoe, the man hid in the bow and threw
the harpoon over the prey. The women also fished with lines and gathered
shellfish, while the men went ashore to hunt guanacos and birds. When
they were not aboard their canoes, they lived in huts with a circular floor
plan and a diameter of 3 meters by 3.5 meters. They used two types of huts,
one in the form of a dome made of thin intertwined branches and covered
with foliage and hides, and another conical hut made of medium-thick
logs. They were located around a fire pit, where they would gather to seek
the warmth of the fire and the community.

Two languages of long antiquity that are still spoken in the Andean regions,
to which the provinces of northwestern Argentina belong, are Quechua, or
Quichua as it is called in Santiago del Estero, and Aymara. The former, called runasimi, that is, “human language”, was the general language for communication among the different peoples that formed the Tawantinsuyu, the
so-called “Inca Empire”. The Incas, after becoming the rulers of Cuzco, adopted it as their official language. Aymara, on the other hand, was and is predominant in what was the Collasuyu, or Southern region, a large part of the
current territory of the Plurinational State of Bolivia.
With the Spanish conquest, the Aymara lost their best lands and were subjected to labor exploitation. This led to a brutal population decline. Today their
descendants live in the Andean region of Bolivia, the Peruvian departments
of Puno, Tacna, Moquegua and Arequipa; Arica, Iquique and Antofagasta, in
Chilean territory, and in Argentina, in Salta and Jujuy, in addition to migrants
throughout the country.
One of the most important legacies left by the Aymara culture was the domestication of the potato, today present on the tables of most homes and
restaurants in the world. The Spaniards found more than 200 varieties of
them cultivated by the Aymara when they arrived in the region.
The Quechuas arrived with the Incas and became related to the Aymara culture. Their agriculture, very advanced in the use of irrigation and the construction of terraces or cultivation terraces, goes hand in hand with the techniques of textiles, metallurgy and pottery, which in many cases come from
previous peoples and cultures, incorporated by the Incas to the Tawantinsuyu. Their medicine was based on the recovery of balance through rituals and
medicinal plants.
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The great researcher John V. Murra said that their textile art is one of the
hallmarks of Andean communities. Their ancestors were an important part
of the Inca empire. Today most of them live in the highland region of Peru,
in the Cochabamba valley in Bolivia and in Ecuador. Their arrival in what is
now Argentina is located between shortly before and shortly after the Spanish conquest. At present, about 80,000 people speak Quechua in Argentina.
To which we should add all those who, without being speakers of Runasimi,
use its expressions, which abound in our lexicon: cancha, papa chacra, mate,
morocho, caucho, ojota, vincha, poroto, choclo, poncho, locro, palta, among
so many others that make up our daily speech. Even the word pampa, which
we associate so much with Argentine, is Quechua.

South of the 34th parallel, from what today is the south of Cuyo and the Pampean region, and encompassing the northern Patagonian territory up to the
course of the Chubut River, used to be the vast territory of the communities
that were recognized as gününa küne (or guénena kën, in another transcription of their phonetics), which their Mapuche neighbors called puelche
(“people of the east”) and the Spanish conquerors baptized, depending on
their location in the plains or in the sierras of southern Buenos Aires, as
pampas and serranos. Their language related them to the Aónikenk, Chónek
and Teushen and Chewache-Kenk, to whom the Mapuche gave the collective
name of Tehuelche, and the Europeans called Patagonians.
A good part of the customs that the first European chroniclers, such as Ulrico
Schmidl, who arrived with Pedro de Mendoza, recorded of the Querandíes,
were those of these peoples whose language the Jesuit Thomas Falkner, two
centuries later, called het. The most characteristic was the use of the boleadoras, of two or three branches with their respective stones, depending on
whether they were used for hunting large or small game. They preferred it
for hunting fast and elusive animals, such as guanacos, deer and rheas, or
those that prudence advised to hold before getting too close, such as the yaguareté or the puma. When the Guarani called the neighboring gününa küna
“querandíes” (“fat eaters”), they were describing an essentially meaty diet,
almost inevitable in a territory of grassland, thornscrub and steppe, which
nature had not provided with many substantial vegetables, apart from the
chañar fruit. These conditions also led to a transhumant life, with dwellings
that were easily transported and reassembled in a new place, the famous
“tolderías” of the gaucho stories.
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With the Spanish conquest, the introduction of the horse and its adoption
by the Mapuche, many of the Gününa Küne communities were absorbed or
transculturated by their neighbors. They adopted the language and customs
of the Mapuche culture, to the point that by the 19th century the Creoles
were calling Mapuzungun “Pampa language”. Great loncos such as Inacayal or
Sayhueque were descendants, at least through one of their family branches,
of gününa küne.
The so-called “Conquest of the Desert” resulted in the death of many of the
members of this people and reduced them to isolated and scattered communities, located in the middle and upper basin of the Negro River, the Limay River and, as a southern boundary, the Senguer River.

In lands formerly dominated by the cacique Calfucurá, there was a place called Pi-hué (“meeting place” in Mapuzungun). There, in 1884, the first French
settlers arrived.
They came from Occitania, a region in the southwest of France. Also called
Pays de Cocagne, after the coques, cabbages with yellow flowers that produced a blue dye, Occitania was the birthplace, among other famous sons, of
the socialist politician Jean Jaurès and Charles Gardès, who later changed his
name to Carlos Gardel.

pigüé
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A region of troubadours, they spoke the langue d’oc (yes in Occitan), which
differentiated them from the French of the north who spoke the langue d’oil,
(pronounced “uí” and equivalent to the current oui).
The Pigüé colony was organized by Clément Cabanettes, who bought the
27,000 hectares for the settlement, and François Issaly, who was in charge of
convincing 40 peasant families from Aveyron to come and “make America”.
On October 25, 1884, 166 Aveyroners from Rodez embarked at the port of
Bordeaux on the steamer Belgrano. They brought only one-way tickets, accordions as luggage and a desire for the future. On December 4, at 6 o’clock
in the morning, they arrived in Pigüé on a train from Buenos Aires. They did
not speak Spanish, only French and they communicated in Occitan language.
In 1885 they founded the first school. In 1886 the first marriage took place
between François Issaly and Léonie Viala, and on April 17, 1887 the first Pigüé-Aveyronese, Rosa Feuilles, was born.
With the inauguration of the Wheat Mill, the mutual society La Fraternelle,
the first church and the insurance company El Progreso Agrícola, the town
showed its progress.
July 14, 1892 found them singing the Argentine and French national anthems.
In time they became excellent horse tamers and in 1912 they founded their
own soccer club, the Foot Ball Club Pigüé.
At parties they usually cook aligot, a typical Aveyronese meal, made with
mashed potatoes, a cheese typical of the Aveyron area and cream, forming a
dough stretched into thin strings, which is served with grilled sausages, asado criollo and salads.

occitania - pigüé 11.187 km

During the presidency of Bartolomé Mitre, a Welsh Emigration Society
agreed with the Minister of the Interior, Guillermo Rawson, on a contract
to bring settlers to Patagonia. Among the promoters of the initiative were
the Reverend Michael D. Jones, the typographer Lewis Jones and Edwyn
Roberts, a farmer then living in Wisconsin, United States. They wanted
to found a “New Wales” in Patagonian lands, to free themselves from the
English oppression which prevented them from speaking their language
and preserving their traditions.
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On July 27, 1865, aboard the sailing ship Mimosa, a first contingent of 153
Welsh arrived at the shores of what is now Puerto Madryn. They were families and single people or widows, who improvised their first lodgings on
the coast. The lack of fresh water later led them to settle 50 kilometers to
the south, in the lower valley of the Chubut River, in what is now the city
of Rawson.
Between 1874 and 1875 new contingents of Welsh arrived to form new colonies, such as Gaiman or “Punta de Piedra”, located 16 kilometers from
Trelew, which was born with the idea of adding new farmland and was the
first municipality of Chubut.
David D. Roberts built the first stone house in 1874. The following year, the
Capilla de Piedra was the scene of the first worship, the organization of
government, education and the justice system of Gaiman. They also established barter relations with the Tehuelches who inhabited the region.
In 1908 they built a railroad station and in 1909 the rails reached the town.
In 1914 they built a 200 meter long tunnel through which the train passed,
crossing one of the walls on the north side of the town. The bridge across
the Chubut River was rebuilt in 1931, on land donated by a neighbor, Elizabeth de Williams, known as Nain y Bont (“grandmother of the bridge”).
The engineer Maffia, director of the work, wanted Mrs. Elizabeth to be the
first to cross it, but the Nain died three days before the inauguration. It was
then her funeral procession that fulfilled Maffia’s request.
Since the landing, in 1865, the Welsh poets met in the Eisteddfods, a singing and literary competition whose prize, in times of independent Wales,
was to obtain a place at the table of the prince who organized the contest.
The Welsh did not lose the custom of making tea a ceremony either. Served in porcelain cups and with the teapot dressed to disguise its rounded
shapes, it was accompanied by Welsh black cake, cream cake, walnut cake,
apple cake, chocolate cake, homemade breads, butter and seasonal sweets.

wales - gaiman 12.112 km

It is estimated that it was on Friday, January 25, 1889 when 1772 Irish emigrants departed from Deepwater Quay in the city of Queenstown/Cobh,
aboard the German steamship SS Dresden to the promising Argentine
lands south of the Atlantic. They arrived in the port of Buenos Aires 22
days later at Las Catalinas dock and were accommodated at the Hotel de
Inmigrantes, in Retiro.

la vitícola
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Most of the new arrivals were laborers, but there were also people with
diverse occupations or trades, such as bricklayer, shoemaker, fitter or shipwright, iron modeler, builder, farmer, baker, miner, wheelwright, mechanic,
plasterer or plasterer, butcher, plumber, blacksmith, forger, coachman, fireman, gardener and painter; and among the women, we found trades such
as seamstress, milkmaid, teacher and domestic, and many housewives.
The original destination was, apparently, the Chaco of Santa Fe, where it
had been planned to settle a colony, by the firm Murrieta y Cía. The project
was apparently not carried out. On the other hand, the firm “Argentine Vine
Culture Company” or “La Vitícola S.A.”, located in Bahía Blanca, intended to
build three agricultural centers in the south of the Province of Buenos Aires, not far from the incipient city of Bahía Blanca, and in the vicinity of the
already inaugurated Napostá station of the Southern Railroad.
David Gartland, an American of Irish origin, representative of the same, invited this drifting contingent to participate in the project. The commitment
consisted of giving the settlers forty hectares per family, which they would
pay in fifteen years and a credit of one thousand pesos with an annual
interest of 9% in seeds, tools, animals for the work, etc.
The settlers arrived at the Napostá station, and they had to move about
13 kilometers in wagons that they paid for themselves, to where the future colony would be installed, but there was nothing there that looked
like that. So, they settled in some tents, and many had to live, apparently,
“under the trees or in ditches”. On the other hand, La Vitícola S.A. was not
even authorized.
The information coming from written testimonies shows a terrible abandonment on the part of the colonizing firm, which claimed to be the owner of
those lands, and which had promised to deed them in favor of the settlers.
Life was, for at least two years, miserable. Apparently no construction of any
kind took place and the immigrants had to live in tents. About a hundred
Irish, mostly children, died, probably because of poor water conditions and
other problems with the food, which caused diarrhea and other diseases.

ireland - la vitícola 11.936 km

Apparently, it all resulted in a tragic end of which no further details are
known, since today there are almost no traces left to find out.
Source: Pedro Cristobal Doiny Cabre, www.infosudoeste.com.ar

Thanks to the Bourbon “Patagonian Plan” of 1778, a small group of settlers from the Maragatería, a small region located northwest of León and
southwest of Astorga, arrived at Fort Nuestra Señora del Carmen (today
Carmen de Patagones). The Maragatos were muleteers, although the origin
of the name, which could be from the Latin mercator, meaning merchant,
is under discussion.

viedma
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At the end of the 18th century, a strong agrarian crisis, together with the
increase in prices and the fall in consumption, impoverished the region
and forced them to migrate. These families of farmers, artisans and small
merchants arrived to the lands explored in 1779 by Francisco de Viedma at
the mouth of the Negro River, who, 36 kilometers from the Atlantic coast,
founded the Fort Nuestra Señora del Carmen and the town of Nueva Murcia,
from where they organized parties to reconnoiter the north of Patagonia.
Around the fort lived the Tehuelches, in 30 or 40 tolderías, and they exchanged products with the Spaniards of the fort. For a long time this was
the southernmost point of effective Spanish occupation.
The Bourbons hired these families of poor farmers and artisans, who had
to know their trade and be an example for the Tehuelches. They received
land, seeds, farming tools and a salary in exchange for the obligation to
populate and make the land productive. These married men, or skilled
bachelors, traveled on behalf of the royal treasury without knowing much
about the destination to which they were headed. Of the 134 people who
arrived at the Río Negro, 25.2% were from Galicia, 33.1% from Asturias and
41.7% from Castilla-León.
At the beginning, due to the lack of materials to build their homes, they
settled in caves, the cuevas maragatas. The houses did not begin to be
built until the end of the 18th century, leaving the caves for the new families of scarce resources. Still in the second half of the 19th century caves
were sold and rented in Patagones. By the beginning of the 20th century
they were already uninhabited.
The first Maragatos kept their customs and accent and were characterized
by a marked endogamy. It was the second generation that broke with these rules, marrying English and German corsairs, and the fourth generation
began to accept marriages with the children of Italian immigrants who had
settled there since 1855.

maragateria
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After the May Revolution, the Maragatos disowned the first patriotic governments. Carmen de Patagones was disconnected from Buenos Aires until
1814, depending on Montevideo until the fall of that city in June of that
year. In 1827, during the war with Brazil, the colonists organized themselves
to defend the port of Patagones.

The presence of the Japanese community in Argentina dates back to the
1920s. Although the best known groups that originated at that time were
those that settled in the Buenos Aires suburbs, in Escobar, some Japanese
families also arrived in the province of Misiones, where they started tea
plantations in Oberá.
Also in Jardín América, with official Japanese help, families of colonists settled in the area and tried to produce pepper locally. But the conditions of
the climate in Misiones, which is humid all year round, did not favor this
crop. In addition, a decree of the dictatorship of General José Félix Uriburu
prohibited the entry of new Asian immigrants, which led to the cessation
of this population flow. It was almost thirty years before the first collective
colony of planned Japanese immigration was established in Colonia Luján,
in the municipality of Garuhapé in the missionary department of Libertador General San Martín.

colonia luján
japanese people
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After World War II and due to the difficulties generated by that conflict, the
Japanese authorities sought to promote organized migration to lands that
would offer a dignified home to their compatriots. As part of these efforts,
in 1957 an agreement was reached with Argentina, the first concrete result
of which was the creation of the “Ataku” Colonization Cooperative, which
acquired 3,000 hectares, located between National Route 12 and the Alto
Paraná River, between the towns of Puerto Rico and Montecarlo. In May
1959, the families of Kenzo Kikue, Sadamu Rurusho, Tormio Yajima and
Kohei Matsunaga arrived, the first four families to settle on the plots of
between 28 and 33 hectares each, destined for the settlers. In successive
contingents, another 80 families arrived, until completing a total of 417
people. Most of them came from the Japanese province of Nagano, and 70
percent came from rural areas, with experience in agricultural activities.
At first, there was a lack of good access, drinking water and other services.
But soon, with official Japanese assistance, the Garuhapé Agricultural Cooperative was formed, which, in addition to marketing production, made
it possible to organize a series of improvements for the community. The
Japanese Association of Garuhapé was in charge of the social and cultural
aspects of the colony.
Attempts to plant yerba mate did not prove fruitful. On the other hand,
they were successful with their reforestation and citrus production projects. Among the latter, the farmers of Colonia Luján introduced the Okitsu
mandarin, of Japanese origin, and with great dedication they were able to
win markets for this variety, in our country and in others, through exports.

japan - colonia luján 18.302 km

In 1914, businessman Adolfo Julio Schwelm arrived in Argentina, who was
to promote the creation of the El Dorado colony in Misiones. Schwelm was
a man of several worlds; born in Germany, of Jewish origin, he had converted to Catholicism. He studied in Oxford, adopted the English nationality,
and his arrival in our country was as a representative of British financial
interests.
In Argentina he associated with the son of the former governor of Santa
Fe, Luciano Leiva, to buy land in La Pampa, Chaco and Santiago del Estero.
Some time later, he began a voyage down the Paraná River with Vicente
Fidel López, the historian’s son, and fell in love with the jungle of Misiones.
In partnership with Tornquist and Leiva, he then bought 82,000 hectares
on the banks of the Paraná, framed to the north and south by the Piray
Miní and Piray Guazú rivers. In that area, Schwelm founded the El Dorado
colony, the “city of gold”, on September 29, 1919.

el dorado

It was a carefully planned colonization. The purpose of the propaganda was
to attract European immigrants who wanted to settle in the area. Schwelm
himself set an example, establishing his residence and an experimental
farm there. In 1924 the Company El Dorado de Colonización y Explotación
de Bosques Limitada S.A. was established.

Yaguara, Jagger Manifest,
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jungle tereré

German, Swedish and Danish families arrived by boat to Puerto Piray, from
where they were taken to the colony, making their way through the jungle.
In addition to the concession of farmland, they were helped to build their
houses; at first, very modest: later, of bricks and tile roofs. Those arriving
directly from Europe were joined by German families from the south of
Brazil, where the land had been exhausted and had become unsuitable
for agriculture.

germans

It was a very modern colony, with electric light, running water, a doctor, a
dentist, a pharmacy, a radio, a telegraph and several stores. It also had a
police detachment, schools, and Catholic and Protestant churches. The differences between the newcomers from Europe and those from Brazil did
not take long to become apparent, as the latter were experienced in the
cultivation of crops in the area.
They were located along a main road running perpendicular to the Paraná
River. They were grouped by nationalities and in lots of 25 to 50 hectares
on the sides of the main street or “picada maestra”, forming an elongated
layout. Each picada took the name of a nationality: Danish picada, Bavarian picada, German picada, Polish or Swiss picada.
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In 1881 President Roca signed a decree inviting Russian Jews to settle in
Argentina. In those years, pogroms, attacks of total destruction, were raging against the Jewish population of the Czarist empire; fleeing from this
persecution, a group of Ukrainian immigrants from the city of Kamenetz
accepted the offer. After signing a contract for the colonization of land, 136
families embarked on the steamship Wesser, which arrived in Buenos Aires on August 14, 1889.
Upon arrival, they were met with bad news: the landowner with whom they
had signed the contract had cancelled it, in the midst of the economic crisis the country was going through.
After two years of hunger and hardship, and a series of negotiations involving the Congregación Israelita de la República Argentina and, at the
request of the Alliance Israélite Universelle, Dr. Wilhelm Loewenthal, a medical hygienist who had worked for the Argentine State, a solution was
finally found. In 1891, the Jewish Colonization Association, the colonizing
company of Baron Mauricio Hirsch, bought land in the Santa Fe department of San Cristóbal, which would form the urban center of the colony.
Rabbi Aarón Haleví Goldman, spiritual guide of the families, called the new
settlement Moisés Ville, as a translation of the Hebrew name Kiriat Moshé,
which depicted the journey of the Jewish people through the desert, guided by Moses.

moisés ville
russian jews
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The settlers built their homes along a street, one house next to the other
and the quintas behind, to encourage community life, solidarity and mutual help. Each new group of immigrants settled on the side of the road
forming small nuclei of four houses facing each other every three kilometers. To promote culture, they founded the Kadima Society, which had
a school, a choir, an orchestra and a theater. Other associations were the
Cooperativa Agrícola de Consumo de la provincia de Santa Fe and the Mutua Agrícola.
The settlers were dedicated to the cultivation of alfalfa, sorghum, wheat
and corn, the fattening of cattle and the dairy industry. That is why the
writer Alberto Gerchunoff, who lived part of his childhood in Moisés Ville,
when publishing in 1910 his novel memories of those times, entitled his
work Los gauchos judíos (The Jewish Gauchos).
As most of the collectivities, they soon became acculturated and to conserve their customs they had a school in Yiddish (dialect spoken by the
Jews of Central Europe), two synagogues and a Hebrew school. For them,
Moses Ville was the “promised land”.

kamenetz - moisés ville 12.368 km

The Buenos Aires seaside resort was named after the Belgian city of the
same name, which in Flemish means “Far East”. It was given to it by two
European entrepreneurs, Fernando Robette and Agustín Polín, who arrived
in Argentina in 1909 and bought the land from the Guerrero family.
Shortly after the Centennial, they built a large hotel with the idea of creating a seaside resort in the area, which included a pier 200 meters from
the hotel and a large coastal promenade, the Rambla Sur. They followed
the model of the Flemish Ostend, with avenues, diagonals, public buildings, parks, squares and small squares; a railroad station and its corral. A
central avenue 100 meters wide would lead to the seaside area in the form
of a hemicycle, where the hotels would be concentrated. Construction of
the Rambla Sur began in 1912. Made of reinforced concrete, it would occupy the entire extension of the seaside resort, with access to the beach by
means of stairs and underneath would be the changing rooms and restrooms. The workers were Japanese workers who lived 1 km from the place,
in Colonia Tokio.
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In 1913 Fernando Robette settled in a two-story house nestled in the middle of a dune, at the intersection of Cairo and Niza Streets. On December 15
of that same year, the first hotel in Ostend opened its doors, the Thermas
Hotel, today known as Viejo Hotel Ostende. It had more than 80 rooms
with game, reading and fencing rooms, spacious lounges, bakery and pastry shop, restaurants and winter gardens.
Passengers arrived by the then South Railway. They departed from Plaza Constitución station and got off at the Juancho stop. From there they
traveled in volantas to Colonia Tokio, where they began the adventure of
crossing the dunes in a decauville, a small train with movable tracks. The
aviator and writer Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, author of The Little Prince,
spent two summers there at the beginning of the 20th century. Adolfo Bioy
Casares and Silvina Ocampo were also guests of the hotel.
However, the First World War stopped the arrival of new Belgian migrants
and the expected investments. The pioneers decided to return to Europe
and their dream was literally buried under the dunes: by 1931, the first
floor of the hotel was covered by sand. From that decade on, the recovery
of the resort began, today one of the most beautiful on the Atlantic coast
of Buenos Aires.

belgium - ostende 11.825 km

In March 1824, the Buenos Aires Minister of Government, Bernardino Rivadavia, and the brothers John and William Parish Robertson, cousins of the
British Consul and great promoters of Buenos Aires commerce, signed a
contract to establish a colony of Scottish farmers, where they could freely
practice their Protestant religion.
To organize the project, they contacted William Grierson, who would eventually become the grandfather of Cecilia, the first Argentine physician. The
Robertsons asked him to look for families willing to settle in Argentina and
to get them the necessary tools for the farm work.
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In May 1825, 220 people (43 couples, 42 single men, 14 single women and
78 children) departed from the port of Leith, Scotland, on the frigate The
Symmetry of Scarboro, owned by the Robertsons, and arrived at the port
of Buenos Aires in August. Some settlers were “proprietary farmers”, such
as Davis Anderson or William Grierson, who helped the Robertsons buy
three farms: Monte Grande, La Laguna and Santa Catalina. The latter, in
neoclassical style, served as temporary housing for the settlers.
They formed a very religious and orderly community, with some hierarchies that everyone respected. For example, the Robertsons were treated
as squires (landowners), some as mister and the rest only by their first and
last name.
As soon as they arrived, they began to manage the installation of a Presbyterian church. At the beginning, marriages with someone of another religion
were not allowed and ita was not well seen that they learned to speak
Spanish. As time went by, like all the communities, they grew up and expanded their horizons, creating very strong ties with the country.
They were very good readers, with a very high intellectual level and a great
technical capacity. They produced farm products that they then sold in the
city. In 1828 the colony numbered 514 people. They had built 31 material
houses, 1275 hectares were cultivated and they owned 3747 head of cattle
and sheep. Years later, the colony was depopulated by civil wars and internal problems. Some families remained there until 1858. Today in Santa
Catalina, a National Historic Site and Provincial Natural Reserve, there are
traces of those settlers. Part of those lands belong to the National University of Lomas de Zamora.
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Arthur Thesleff, a Finnish ethnographer and linguist, had traveled to Argentina in 1905 and toured several provinces with the idea of founding a
colony in our country. The project was favored by a decree of President
Manuel Quintana on January 25, 1906, by which the Finns were assigned 50
square leagues between the towns of Bonpland and Cerro Corá, with the
condition of opening a picada (road) in a part of the closed forest. This
was the origin of the Picada Finlandesa, a narrow road 30 kilometers long.
To convince the future Finnish settlers fleeing Russian oppression at the
beginning of the 20th century, Thesleff promised them that in 20 years they
would become rich harvesting yerba mate, the “green gold” of the time.
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Vodka Pan, Misiones aquiavit,
cassava, jabuticaba

In 1906 the first group of 139 Finns and 8 Swedes arrived in Buenos Aires
in two ships: the Cap Verde brought 88 men and the Frankfurt, 5 men, 11
women and 4 children. From there, sailing down the Paraná River, they disembarked in Mártires and then in Bonpland, from where they opened the
picada passing through Almafuerte, Caá Yarí, San Martín and Villa Svea in
Yerbal Viejo, which today is Oberá.
The newcomers were mostly merchants, pharmacists, technicians and
professionals with a high level of education. Except for 21 farmers, the rest
came from the city; none of them had any idea how to survive in a subtropical jungle, so different from the landscape of their homeland.
To survive the heat and humidity of Misiones, they built huts with four
pitchforks and pindó palm leaves, and tents on top of the trees, for fear of
animals, especially snakes, which could attack them at night.
Once the housing problem was solved, they dedicated themselves to opening clearings in the forest. They did it by hand, with machetes and then
with axes and logs. In the open land they planted corn, potatoes, sweet
potatoes, cassava and peas, and as an investment they began to produce
tobacco and yerba mate.
Yerba mate was the major source of income for the settlers, but it took five
years for the first harvest. In addition, the land occupied was not very good
and to make matters worse, during the second year they were plagued by
locusts. These hardships led many settlers to move to the neighboring city
of Oberá. Others, like their mentor, returned to Finland. Only a small group
remained in La Picada struggling to fulfill their dreams of progress.
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In 1890, in spite of the crisis that was ravaging Argentina, the businessman
Héctor de Elía founded an agricultural colony in the department of Colón.
In a show of optimism that time would justify, he named the enterprise in
homage to his wife, Elisa María Dickson Keen.
Villa Elisa thus became the vanguard of what is considered the second
agrarian colonization of Entre Ríos. The first, almost four decades before,
had been the one promoted by Justo José de Urquiza, whose iconic achievement had been the San José colony, founded in 1857, a year before the
birth of Héctor de Elía. Some of the first settlers of Villa Elisa came, precisely, from San José. They were descendants of those first settlers who arrived
in Entre Ríos, who were looking for independence as farmers in the new
establishment. De Elía offered them that opportunity. In the years prior to
the crisis, he had taken advantage of the possibility of accessing mortgage
loans. Thus, he had managed to acquire more than 7,000 hectares, including the 100 hectares destined to the urban ejido and the 400 hectares of
the El Porvenir ranch, where the De Elía family made their home. The other
lands, in farms of 25 and 50 hectares, plus other irregular lots destined to
pastures, were sold in five-year installments to the settlers, who also benefited from credits for seeds, supplies and farm implements.

villa elisa

vallesans, piedmontese,
savoyard colony
Vuelá bonarda, Barolo chinnato,
pine liqueur, yellow Chartreuse

The opportunity was attractive and, in a short time, more than 300 families
settled in the colony and the urban village. Whether they were immigrants
or belonging to a first generation of Argentineans, as the case may be, their
surnames spoke of their origin in Alpine regions very close to each other,
distributed among three countries: the canton of Valais (Switzerland), the
department of Rhône-Alpes (French Savoy) and the north of Piedmont
(Italy). There were also among the first settlers of Villa Elisa, Basques and
Bearnese coming from the Pyrenees. Thus, the blades of the east of Entre Ríos were populated by people arriving from European mountainous
areas. The favorable conditions, due to the low interest rate charged by De
Elía, and good wheat and flax harvests, allowed these settlers to pay for
their lands in less than the stipulated term.
Nowadays, this origin is remembered in the Municipal Historical Monument and Regional Museum “El Porvenir”, former residence of the De Elía
family; in the Colonists’ Road, a route that allows to appreciate the traditions of the first settlers, and in the activities of the associative centers of
their collectivities, such as those of the Savoy and Valesanos.
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In the first years of the 20th century, Syrian and Lebanese immigrants dedicated to commerce began to settle in the southeast of Río Negro. In the
three decades up to 1930, they went from peddlers, hairdressers, wool and
fruit gatherers, to set up the first general stores or “boliches”, with names
such as “La flor del Líbano” or “La estrella de Siria” (The flower of Lebanon
or “The star of Syria”), which indicated their nostalgia for their countries of
origin. These, at that time, were ruled by the Ottoman Empire. Hence, due
to the passports with which they arrived in Argentina, they were incorrectly
called “Turkos”.
These immigrants settled around the Somuncurá plateau, a very unpopulated area where it was very difficult to survive. In the town of Valcheta
and its surroundings lived Creoles and Chilean, Italian, Spanish and Arab
immigrants, dedicated to agriculture, commerce and cattle raising. In the
pastoral lands of the area lived the original communities, dedicated exclusively to cattle raising.

valcheta

syrians and lebanese colony
Brandy, ayran, dates, apple, aniseed

For the state inspectors, the Syrian and Lebanese immigrants were hybrid
elements. They were contemptuously considered as “Turkish trinket sellers”, who did not adapt to the duality of “Christian” farmers and “Indian”
shepherds in which the prejudiced official view segmented the socio-cultural reality of the region.
Their boliches were not only the place for the provision of merchandise.
They also represented the space of sociability par excellence. They were
medium or small businesses, except for Chaher y Cía., with its center in
San Antonio and commercial representatives in Valcheta. In general, they
also acted as intermediaries who reached places where other traders did
not go. They used to travel many leagues over rocky terrain, without watering places or resting places, to get closer to the place of residence of
potential clients.
Family ties organized the migratory chain. First, a pair of siblings, such as
the Mussi family, would arrive first, followed by cousins. The newcomer
worked as a dependent of the others, until he managed to form his own
capital and became independent. They tried not to overlap among themselves in terms of the services they offered. For example, if several had hotels, such as the Maróns or the Radas, each family offered different rates
to segment the market.
With the 1929 crisis, the bolicheros had to adapt to the new economic conditions and extend their business to the south.
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Agricultural cooperatives, which have a long tradition in Argentina, have a
founding landmark in Margarita Belén, in the province of Chaco. The first
settlers arrived here in 1890. Most of them were northern Italians from the
Trentino region, but they came from Tandil, their first place of settlement in
Argentina. There were also German and French settlers among these first colonists. This colonisation took place thanks to the impulse of Dr. Félix Amadeo Benítez, who obtained a concession of more than 65 thousand hectares
in the lands that today occupy Colonia Benítez and Margarita Belén.
In January 1897, the Sociedad de Colonos Agricultores de Colonia Benítez y
Margarita Belén was founded with the purpose of defending the production, purchase and sale of their products against the economic interests
that were settling in the region. This society was dissolved, but in 1905 the
Margarita Belén Family Cooperative Society was formed in the home of
Carlos Pisoli. There were only 20 members, all small landowners, dedicated to the exploitation of agricultural products and trade. The first thing
they did was to build a shed with a zinc roof, they bought a simple ginning
machine, a fixed screw press and a 12 HP motor. In those years roads were
opened to the south linking Margarita Belén with Resistencia and Colonia
Benítez and to the north with Las Palmas and El Zapallar.
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In 1919, the Margarita Belén Industrial Agricultural Cooperative was formed
to gin cotton, in order to present fibre and seed separately to the market,
instead of raw cotton. The former members of the Family Cooperative joined this institution.
At the same time, the community and its institutions grew and developed.
In time, the justice of the peace, the civil registry and the police station
were established. The first general store, owned by Vicente Nanni, was also
opened. The first chapel, the Inmaculada Concepción de María, was inaugurated in 1925.
The first development committee, made up of Miguel Vargas, Pedro Panellatti, Savino Zavala, Cristósomo Pascual and Juan Laclau, was organised in
1931. Twelve years later, in 1943, the first aid room began to function and,
in 1951, the electricity service. Secondary education had been provided
privately since 1957 at the Margarita Belén Secondary School and the Francisco Agostini Secondary School. The public secondary school arrived in
the village in 1970.
The cooperative and supportive spirit has always been part of Margarita
Belén. As the welcoming text on the village’s entrance arch says: “Margarita
Belén sows and harvests friends”.
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